FEATURES

The StarLeaf User Interface

Choice of StarLeaf Phone or
StarLeaf Touch

With StarLeaf, video calling and conferencing is so simple that

StarLeaf Phone only:

anyone can use it without training or instruction. We offer a

Headset support

consistent user interface, which is central to the entire range of

Privacy handset

hardware and software endpoints. For hardware endpoints
choose between the StarLeaf Phone and the StarLeaf Touch.
Either can be paired with our room and desktop systems to
offer the same feature rich functionality. The same experience,
and functionality is offered by StarLeaf Breeze, our software
endpoint.
Intuitive and easy
For the user StarLeaf represents a breakthrough in simplicity
and design excellence. With step-by-step visual cues, users are
guided through a wealth of calling and conferencing
functionality.
One touch conferencing
Throughout our range, the StarLeaf user interface provides
one-touch conferencing, for video and voice, which makes
going from a two-person call, straight into a group meeting
super-easy. In a group call, the conference lead retains control
with the ability to mute participants, and connect and
disconnect parties as the need arises. When the lead exits the
call, discussion continues, with the lead passed on to the next
person.
Meet anyone, anywhere, anytime
Managed from the cloud, the StarLeaf user interface offers
universal connectivity so that you can hold or join meetings
easily. It enables secure calling to any StarLeaf room or
personal telepresence system, as well as the ability to call any
standards-based video conferencing system, be it hardware or
software.
And with the Guest Invite feature you can ask anyone to join
you on a video call or conference, for free, directly from their
PC, Mac or iPad, enabling you to meet anyone outside of your
organization, anywhere in the world.

StarLeaf Phone and Touch:
One experience across all
StarLeaf hardware and software
Large backlit touch screen
Step-by-step visual guidance
Caller identification
Forward, hold, transfer and
resume
‘Do not disturb’
Out of office forward
Video and voice mail with
personal greeting
Dial out and Meet-me
conferencing for up to 17
participants
Search and scroll through
directories and personal contacts
14 direct dial favorites display onscreen presence status
Call history and last number redial
Volume control
Mute and speakerphone buttons
Full duplex speakerphone
Wideband audio
2 port Gigabit Ethernet

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Instant access to corporate directories, personal contacts

StarLeaf Phone Physical

and favorites
Simply access the corporate directory, your contacts and
personal favorites all in one touch. Find anyone by
scrolling or searching the directory. And you can make
your favorites into direct dial buttons that also display their
presence status.

Weight 3.4lbs/1550g
Dimensions: (H x W X D) 7.4” x 10.8” x 7.6”/190mm x
275mm x 195mm

StarLeaf visual mail for voice and video messages
The StarLeaf user interface has the unique ability to play
back video messages, which can be left for you by any
caller. If you’ve forwarded your calls, opted for ‘do not
disturb’ or were away from your desk, it lets you know
messages are waiting. Direct on-screen access to video
mail allows you to scroll through all messages, see who’s
called, listen to, or view any voice or video message–in
any order.
Versatile – rooms and desktops
All StarLeaf devices plug straight into the StarLeaf Phone
or StarLeaf Touch to become complete desktop or room
telepresence solutions. Without further configuration you
meet face-to-face, join meetings, share your PC screen
with colleagues, partners and customers no matter what
video conferencing systems are in play.
Easy deployment anywhere in the world
Deployment of StarLeaf telepresence is a true plug and
play experience. Managed from the cloud by StarLeaf
Call, you simply plug your StarLeaf into your network, and
enter a 12-digit QuickConnect code, which verifies your
account, automatically configures the endpoint,
populates the corporate directory and allows you to be
up and running in minutes.
Economical to buy and use
StarLeaf hardware endpoints have an upfront cost, and a
dedicated service access fee. The endpoint is always-on
and ready to make and receive calls 24x7. In addition,
StarLeaf offers concurrent usage licenses, which can be
purchased to increase the conferencing capacity of any
StarLeaf deployment.

StarLeaf Touch Physical

Weight 2.9lbs/1320g
Dimensions: (H x W X D) 7.4” x 8.1” x 7.6”/190mm x
205mm x 195mm
Power
Built-in autosensing IEEE802.3af Class 0 power over
Ethernet
DC input for optional AC adapter

Display

7” 800 x 480 LED backlit LCD
Capacitive touch screen

Headset/handset StarLeaf Phone only
4P4C headset connector
Wideband handset

Full duplex speakerphone
Feature keys
21 Context sensitive soft keys
Including 14 speed dials
19 Dedicated hard keys
Full dial pad
Illuminated speaker phone
Illuminated mute key
Illuminated video mute key
Volume keys
Illuminated headset key
Home key for easy navigation

Protocols

EVSIP, H.323, SIP, AES, H.235

Codec support

Wideband audio with AAC-LD, G.711
μ-law / A-law, G.722, G.722.1, G.722.1 Annex C

Network

QoS – DiffServ/ToS
Ethernet – Built-in dual port
100/1000Mbps Ethernet switch

Security
Secured and authenticated certificate-based
encryption, TLS and HTTPS
Single port requirement for NAT/firewall traversal

Installation

Plug and play with QuickConnect
Automatic speed test
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